
 

 

“Their E.P is a manic little morsel that will give you a taste of what they can 

do, but for the full head-spin intoxication experience, catch a live show and 

bring your dancing shoes (and possibly a towel)””- Electric Banana 

 

" Shortly followed by another great underground find, Hallouminati, hailing 

from the dark depths of Derbies punk scene and setting the bar with a 

talented and bouncy set of Gypsy Ska with a traditional Greek twist at the 

Old Time Theatre"www.rhythmcircus.co.uk 

 

“Over in Chinatown Hallouminati (8) blast out a set which will genuinely be 

the only time anyone will ever say ‘mate that was a sick Bouzouki solo’.., the 

combination was a flawless victory!” Virtual Festivals 

 

Yasas traveller! Welcome to the weird, wonderful and downright perverse cooking 

pot that is HALLOUMINATI. Over the last couple of years they’ve been carefully 

blending their unique and high octane GYPSY/ PUNK/ SKA/ GREEK/ 

RAGGA/ELECTRO/SWING Mash-up and sweating it out for all to hear. Mixing 

the gritty realms of SKANKING RAGGA’ PUNK with traditional GREEK 

REMBETIKO vibes, they’re throwin’ deranged beats for a unforgettable live show. 

Peek under the lid and you’ll see it all bubbling under the surface; from GOGOL 

BORDELLO to A.D.F, MATISYAHU and a few good hunks of KING PRAWN dunked in BALKAN BEAT BOX, 

HALLOUMINATI are definitely worth sinking your teeth into. Incorporating twisted electronic beats and circus 

vibes that’d make Bozo the Clown strut his stuff, these nutcases refuse to stick to merely ticking off the generic 

boxes and do everything in their power to keep that party going. 

Since 2010 they’ve made a dent on the live circuit with musical reputation and band punnery; Boat parties on the 

Thames, squats all over The Netherlands, Thousand strong crowds in Europe and countless, countless beer soaked 

watering holes across the country, they’ll busk in the streets of Amsterdam with the same intensity and party vibes 

headlining THE BEAR ROCK Festival in Belgium. From entertaining the perplexed yet enthralled crowds at the 

Olympics in London to some of the most of-the-wall gypsy nights in the U.K including ‘NA ZDROVE’, ‘MUZIKA!’ 

, ‘BALKANKAN’, ‘BALKANIC ERUPTIONS’, ‘STRANGER THAN PARADISE’ as well as London’s massive 

‘RUMPUS’. With their latest single ‘S.P.A.M’ out, air time and a firm foot in the Midlands party scene, 

Hallouminati have had a taste of the shows and now they want the whole bloody meal. Having left their mark on 

BOOMTOWN , BESTIVAL, KENDAL CALLING and all manner of shanty town festivals, they’re setting up for one 

helluva summer! 

If these boys and girls have got anything say, 2014 will be a year that will leave people stroking  their beards, 

smashing plates and clothes spontaneously bursting off all who encounter this mighty sound. Yamas! 

Bookings contact  : Hallouminati@gmail.com       Find us on Facebook, Twitter, Soundcloud and Bandcamp 
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